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Abstract
To overcome the limited bandwidth of streaming servers, Content Distribulion Networks (CDNs) are
deployed on the edge of the Internet. A large number of such servers have to be installed to make the whole
system scalable, making CDN a very expensive way to distribute media. The primary concern oflhis
research is to find an inexpensive way to alleviate the traffic load for media slreaming on the servers in a
continuous media service infrastructure. OUT approach to solve the above problem is motivated by the

emerging concept of peer-tn-peer computing. Specifically, we let clients that obtained a media object act as
streaming servers for following requests to (hat media object. Unlike the server/client scheme, peers are
heterogeneous in the storage capacity and out-bound bandwidth they can contribute. Secondly, peers are
heterogeneous in the duration of their commitment to the community. In our research, we identified the
following problems in the context of peer-to-peer streaming: 1) How does the come-and-go behaviors of
peers affect the system performance? 2). How do we manage the limited resources contributed by each
peer? 3). The design of a peer-to-peer streaming protocollhat handles peer failure. Solutions to these
problems are described and analyzed.

1. Introduction
The recent development of broadband networking technology has made deployment of
continuous media (CM) service throughout the Internet possible. With CM scrvice becoming
feasible, attractive applications such as on-line entertainment video delivery, digital library, and
telemedicine systems can be built on top.
Unlike traditional Internet file service, CM requires data of interest being delivered to
clients in a streaming manner. That is, each part of the media has to be transmitted and arrive at
the client side before a deadlinc. This brings tremendous challenges to the design of CM servers
in a best-effort delivery networking environment, such as the Internet. Generally, the untimely
transmission of media fragments becomes worse when more requests are received and the
communication channel gets congested. The current solution to this problem is to replicate media
data on different sites on the Internet to avoid any individual locations being swamped by
requests. One popular practice for media replication is to deploy Content Distribution Networks
(CDN) on the edge of the Internet. Each of these CON servers holds a copy of all media files and
is responsible for serving requests from its neighboring area.
However, the cost of constructing and maintaining a CDN is extremely high considering
the massive CPU power, storage space and output bandwidth each CDN server has to possess.
Among the computing resources in a CDN-based CM service. the output bandwidth was found to
be the bottlenecking factor under a flash crowd situation [I]. For example, a server with a T3 line
connected to it has a maximum bandwidth of 45Mbps. When the media streams being serviced
are .MPEG-I videos with an average bitrate of 1.5Mbps, only 30 concurrent sessions can be

supported. The peak numbcr ofscssions that need to be serviced simultaneously could be in the
order of thousands or even higher. To make the whole system scalable in tenns of number of
concurrent requests it handlcs without swamping any server, a large number of such servers have
to be dcploycd in the Internet. The primary concern of this research is to find an inexpensive way
to alleviate the traffic load for media streaming on the servers in a CM service infrastructure.
Our approach to solve the above problem is motivatcd by thc emerging new concept of
peer-to-peer computing [2, 3, 4]. In a peer-to-peer system, there is no centralized entity
controlling the behaviors of each pccr. Instcad, each pcer contributes its share ofrcsources and
cooperates with othcr peers using some predefined rules for communication and synchronization.
In the context of media strcaming, a well-organized community of clients can help relieve the
service load ofCM servers by laking over some of the streaming tasks that could only be
accomplished by server machines in a CDN-based scheme. The basic idea is to let clients that
obtained a media object act as streaming servers for following requests to that media object. One
of the nice features of peer-to-peer community is that its total capacity grows when the contcnt it
manages becomes more popular [5]. And this is the most important differcnce bctwecn pccr-topeer and centralizcd strategy.
With the promising prospect of applying peer-to-peer in CM service, there are some
problcms we have to face, too. First of all, pccrs are heterogeneous in the storage capacity and
out-bound bandwidth they can contribute. Any attempt to build peer-to-peer streaming
infTastructure has to take this into account. A specific problem is how to avoid swamping a
supplying peer. Meanwhile, smart replaccmcnt strategies havc to be studied due to the limited
storage a peer uses to cache video objects. Secondly, peers are heterogencous in the duration of
their commitment to the community. This come-and-go behavior makes a peer-lo-peer system
intrinsically dynamic. How to minimize the effects of this behavior is another research problem
we need to address. On the other hand, the scenarios of CM service could also be complex.
Besides the number of requests we have discussed above, the number of media objects, aceess
patterns to the samc object, Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirements on streaming are all concerns
in the design of a CM service. Our proposed CM serviec infrastructure will address as many of
these factors as possible. The idea of peer-to-peer streaming is not new. However, we propose
some different methods that we believe are improvements to those in previous work.
To build up an Internet media streaming infrastructure, we have to face challenges in a
number ofrcscarch areas. These include: media coding, QoS control, media distribution, realtime system design for streaming servers, and streaming protocols [6]. Our proposed peer-to-peer
streaming architecture brings up research topics that fall into the areas of media distribution and
streaming protocols. The computing resources we consider in this study are CPU, storage, and
bandwidth. We focus on the bandwidth throughout this research with some attention paid to CPU
and storage in a couple of smaller problems.
The rest of this report is organized as the following: Section 2 is composed as a sketch of
our proposed solution; In section 3, we will present the results of extensive simulation on system
perfonnance and streaming protocol properties. Section 4 discussed work by others that are
related to this research; Section 5 concludes this report with conclusions and future works.

2. System architecture
A hybrid media-streaming architecture that combines CON and a peer-to-peer community is
proposed and analyzed in [7]. It is also shown in the paper that the CDN servcr's streaming load
is alleviated by the group of clients that act as supplying peers. Our streaming architecture is
based on this hybrid system.
2.1. Assumptions

We follow the basic assumptions in thc design of our system as listed here:
•
Peers are quite different in capability in terms of outbound bandwidth and disk cache space.
We follow the rule of limited contribution in [7] to let eaeh participating peer announce the
bandwidth and storage it can provide. A little modification here is that we don't specify how
many concurrent sessions a peer can acccpt. Peer should has so little connection as possible
•
Video files are heterogeneous in length, bitrate variance, and quality; Peers may store
multiple video files in its disk cache.
•
Peers may join and leave any time
2.2. System components
We propose a continuous media streaming infrastructure (Figure I) that is close to the hybrid
model in [7]. There are three major components in the system: Directory Server, CDN servers,
and the community of participating Peers.
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2.2. J. Directory server

The role of the directory server is to maintain peer/media information. Directory server maintain
following information for each peer {list of files; total bandwidth (in unit of RIB); used
bandwidth; total space; used space}. An Internet streaming system may have hundreds of
thousands or even millions ofusers as wcll as a large number of media objects.. The first step for
a user request is to locate media objects of interest. This typically involves keyword or contentbased search that can be accomplished by the database server in a very efficient way. Keeping a
directory of the availability and updated status of these users (peers) and media files that supports
efficient update and search is not a trivial task. Although this is always a doable job, we are
aiming at minimizing thc computational complexity of the directory management. Specifically,
our directory server has to keep the paired information of (Peer, Object), where Peer is a client
that's willing to scrve as a supplying peer and Object is the ID of a media file Peer holds. Basic
operations on these paired data will be:
• Insert(Peer p, Object 0): insert the pair (P, 0) into the directory;
• Delete(Peer p. Object 0): find and delete the pair (p, 0) from the directory;

•
•
•

Leave(Peer p): p leaves the community, delctc all data points whosc Peer field equals p;
Join(Peer p): pecr p joins the community;
Find(Object 0): Find all the peers that hold Object o.

We use 2-d tree as the data structure to store the paired directory entries. This is because
both Peer and Object could be used as search keys. A 2-d tree provides efficient (O(logN) where
N is the total number of tree nodes) search on both dimensions and the range query operations
such as Find(Object 0) is also fast.
2.2.2. CDN Server:

It holds a copy of all media files and is responsible for streaming when the requested media
cannot be serviced through the peer-to-peer network in any of following case:
1. Can not find the media file requested from peer community. This situation happens
especially when the whole system start up.
2. Even if the file is found among peers. (possibly from multiple peers), the combining
bandwidth is not enough.
3. Supplying peers drop from the network during streaming. In this case, the requesting peer
will switch temporary to the CDN server to compensate the lost bandwidth until a new
supply peer is founded
4. Supplying peers' bandwidth drop temporary duc to nctwork dynamics or congestion. The
bandwidth drop is compensated by CDN server until network congestion is recovered.
2.3. System Operation Model
When a peer request a filc, it follows the steps listcd here:
1. Check in local cache, if it is there, then it is done, otherwise go to step 2
2. Send query to the directory server. The directory server search for peers that have the file
and return those peers as possible supply peers to the requesting peer. Those peers are
locked. If the available cache space in the request peer is not enough to hold the new file, the
directory server will also suggest a list of files to replace based on files' access rate or other
information. We have tried LFU and FIFO.
3. The requesting peer then probe all those possible supply peers parallel about the request file
and get the delay and bandwidth of all those peers. Among those peers, choose the peer have
good delay and bandwidth until the required bandwidth is reached. If no enough bandwidth
is available, then check whether CDN server has enough spare bandwidth. If the total
bandwidth available is enough, then start streaming. Otherwise the request is rejected.
4. If the request is successful, then send following information for each supply peer/CDN used
(peer, bandwidth_requested) to directory service. Also send confirmation of file updates. The
directory server then updates its directory and unlocks peers.
During streaming:
I. use TFRC in place of TCP for better usage of available bandwidth
2. IfTFRC detect small bandwidth drop, request CDN to compensate it
3. Ifa peer leave the network or a big bandwidth drop, switch to CDN server temporary until a
new supply peer is available (get it from the directory server).
After streaming:
Update the information in directory server

3. Peer-to-peer streaming protocol
In this section, we will describe a peer-to-peer video strcaming protocol that realizes seamless
media playback under variations of link status (e.g. bandwidth, delay, and loss rate). The failure

or leave of a subset of supplying peers can be viewed as an extreme case of such variations. The
main idea is to use receiver·drivcn control messages to synchronize and adjust the packet delivery
from all the supplying peers. The coordination decisions are made exclusively by the data
receiver based on the information received from all senders. Unlike other receiver-driven
protocols such as RTP/RTCP, the streaming model our protocol targeting at is ofa many-to-one
style. Furthermore, we can only make very loose assumptions on the reliability and commitment
duration of the data senders. In their recent works, Nguyen and Zakhor [19, 21] proposed a
protocol for streaming from multiple reliable video servers. Although their system model is very
different from ours, we share some of the ideas in the protocol design. Our proposed protocol is
named Redundant Multi-Channel Streaming Protocol (RMCSP). An important assumption here
is that spare channels can be found at most time in addition to the ones that contain sufficient
capacity to satisfy a streaming session. This assumption is proved reasonable in Section 4. Taking
advantage of this redundancy, RMCSP uses these spare channels to complement lhe loss and
choose replacements for failed peers. The RMCSP consists of3 components: a transport protocol,
a dynamic connection migration algorithm, and a packet distribution algorithm. We will address
the details on the remainder of this section.
3.1. Session initiation
By querying the index server, a client requesting a specific media object (requesting peer) gets a
list L of all peers that arc able to deliver the media. In addition, every client knows the set C of
available CON servers when they boot up the video·on·demand service. To initiate thc streaming
session, the requesting peer probes all peers in L and sorts them by increasing RTI of the probe
message. The first" peers in the sorted list that satisfies the following condition will tie used as
supplying peers for the streaming:

"

I.B(Li) " R
1=1

where B(Li) is the posted bandwidth contribution ofpeer Li and R is the playback rate of the
video. If the sum of all B(LI) in L is smaller than R, we need to find available CDN servers from
C to serve lhe video such that the total bandwidth is no less than R. If aU the CON servers arc not
available at this moment, the request is rejected.
When the initial sel of supplying peers (and/or CDN servers) is decided, streaming begins.
Meanwhile, the requesting peer sends a message containing the set of supplying peers (as an
ordered list) to the index server, which, upon receiving the message, changes the bandwidth
contribution of these peers in the index. The bandwidth contribution of all but the last peer/CDN
server in the set now becomes o. An observation here is that we always try to minimize the size of
the set of supplying peers by taking as much bandwidth as we can from each peer. By this, a
supplying peer only serves very few (1 or 2) requcsts and a requesting peer receives data from a
small number of peers, as shown in section S. The advantage of having a small set ofpeers in a
streaming session is that the overhead ofstrcaming control is low. On the other hand, the list Lis
optimized by latency rather than bandwidth of the links. The reason for this is: to avoid high link
stress in the underlying IP network, a client should stream video from sites that are closest to it.
This was the whole idea of CDNs where servers are responsible for requests from a relatively local
area. Normally, we use packet round trip time (RTI) as a measure of network proximity.
After the initiation, the original peer set L is divided into 2 disjoint subsets: the set of the
supplying peers (denoted as LS), and those that are not supplying peers (denoted as LB). During the
streaming period, the requesting peer keeps a record of these sets as well as the CDN server set C.
In case of channel failure or service degradation of any element in LS, replacement(s) will be
chosen from the other 2 sets, among whieh LB has higher priority than C.

3.2. Transport protocol
In spite of its being thc dominant transport protocol for a majority ofllie Internet activities, TCP
is ill-fittcd for real-time applications. To deal with thc best-effort dclivcry ofthc IP Internet, TCP
rapidly decreases the sending rate (by half) in response to individual packet loss, which results in
dramatic changes in the latency ofpaekcts. On the othcr hand, the sending rate is doubled by TCP
when the loss rate is found to be increasing. In contrast to the fuzzy back-off and speed-up
mechanisms in TCP, the TCP-Friendly Rate Control (TFRC) algorithm proposed in [22] used a
strategy callcd Equation-based Congestioll Conh·oJ, where thc sending rate changes only as
response to a group of loss cvents. To be specific, the loss rate in TFRC is estimated as the
moving average ofloss events detccted over a time intcrval. Various algorithms for loss rate
estimation werc studied in [22]. One of the major concerns of the TFRC design is how to avoid
unfair competition for bandwidth between TFRC and normal TCP connections. Therefore, the
sending rate ofTFRC is increased slowly whcn the loss rate is decreased. Thus, TFRC achieves
smoother change of sending rates than TCP. However, the fluctuation of sending rates in TFRC
may still be not smooth enough for streaming multimedia data due to the "slow-start" recovery
mechanism. For our purpose of data streaming, TFRC is modified to minimize the change of
sending rates by using the maximum available bandwidth. This requires, however, the sender to
estimate the current bandwidth and adjust its sending rate. Our protocol will follow the idea of
slow back-off and bandwidth estimation in TFRC to avoid dramatic fluctuations in the sending
frequency.
For every probing cycle, the data receiver acknowledges the last data packet received
from the data sender. Upon receiving the ACK packet, the estimated round-trip time r for the
TRFC connection is measured. Meanwhile, the receiver computes the loss event rate p. The
probing cycle is generally set to 2r. To smooth the fluctuations ofr and p, both of them arc
calculated as moving averages ofthe measures obtained for each individual packet over a time
window with size m. Methods to compute r and p can be found in [22]. An estimation of
bandwidth availability of each peer-to-peer link can be achieved using r andp. One of the wellknown equations [23] for bandwidth estimation is given as the following:

T

s

where T is the estimated bandwidth, trao is the TCP timeout, and s is the packet size. This gives
an upper bound of allocated sending rate. Therefore, in our model, thc max:imum sending rate ofa
specific sender i at any time point t is given as Sri. t) = min (T(i. t), B(i) considering the
bandwidth contribution B of each participating peer should not be ex:eeeded.
One can argue that our TFRC-like protocol may starve other TCP connections by backing
off slower than TCP in case of congestion. This is hardly the case since the sending rate of
RMCSP is bound by the bandwidth eonlribution B. The P2P streaming application can never
aggressively use whatever bandwidth it finds available. On the contrary, the promise of providing
B to the streaming task(s) may not be honored if the supplying peer abruptly starts more sessions
than it can sustain. Under such circumstances, the bandwidth used for our protocol will be
lowered at first and then recovers since TCP connections slow down rapidly. The challenge for
RMCSP at this point is how to reduce and compensate for the data loss during the time when B is
not fulfilled. As we can see later, RMCSP deals with this degradation ofbandwidLh availability
by temporarily "borrowing" bandwidth from other peers. To make life of a requesting peer easier,
we may consider deploying bandwidth reservation mechanisms (e.g. per-flow scheduling,
differentiated services) in all the peers to isolate the RMCSP traffic from other use of bandwidth.
The price for doing this is the overhead for maintaining these reservation mechanisms. This may

violate the minimum contribution rule for participating peers therefore it is not a must-have
component orour protocol.
3.3. Connection migration
As described in 3.2, thc sending rate of each supplying pccr is dctennined on the receiver side by
calculating useable bandwidth using equation (2). When the measured bandwidth T ora link
changcs, RMCSP will respond by changing the sending rate according to the newly detected
parameter. However, we don't nccd to modify the sending rate at any deviation of 1'(i, r) from S(i,
f) since the estimation of bandwidth has some random errors introduced by rapidly changing
network status. Instead of responding to any bandwidth change, we only record changes that are
greater than a threshold value lV, which can be a small fraction (5-10%) ofS(i, t). When the
measured bandwidth is lV or more lower than the current sending rate (S{i, t) - T(i, t) > w) for
consecutive y times, the sending ratc has to be changed to the T(i. f). The same thing happens
when R1vICSP finds bandwidth that is w higher than the sending rate for y times except that it
doesn't allow the sending rate go beyond the publicly posted bandwidth contribution B(l} (with
exceptions).
From above discussions we know the sum of initial sending rates of all supplying peers
arc grcatcr than the video playback rate R.. However, the decrease orbandwidth of one or more
streaming links may end up with a total sending rate lower than R. Under this situation, we need
to find more bandwidth from other peers to keep the streaming session sustainable. There are 2
ways to do this. If the lost bandwidth is small, we may increase the sending rate of some wellconnected (to the receiver) supplying peers beyond their bandwidth contribution. This kind of
'stealing' is not very hannful to a peer as long as the stolen bandwidlh if a small fraetion of the
bandwidth contribution. It is also reasonable in the rcal world considering the upload bandwidth
is wasted most of the time in a desktop PC.
An alternative is to find more bandwidth from peers other than the ones already in service
(e.g. those in set LB and set C). In the context of one-to-one data communication, connection
migration mechanisms were proposed to handle the situation ofserviee degradation. These
involve locating new resources from the network and switching service to the newly identified
scrvcr. Nonnally, per-connection state is kept in the server and disseminated among servers.
Connection switching is done on the transport layer of the network to achieve smooth turnover.
However, our problem in the context of many-to-one streaming cannot be solved by a single
migration on the transport layer and bookkeeping in the supplying peers is not feasible.
In RMCSP, instead of putting all the workload on the server side, the requesting peer will find
a new supplying peer, resynchronize the sending rates and initialize a UDP connection for data
transferring. A basic algorithm (spare channel replacement) for service migration would contain
the following steps:
I. Send a new request to the index server and obtain a list of potential supplying peers;
2. Probe every peer in the list and sort them by response time;
3. Choose peer(s) that are able to provide at least the bandwidth that is lost from the original
session and initialize UDP sessions bctwcen them and the requesting peer;
4. Recalculate the sending rates and streaming recovers from lack of bandwidth.
Suppose the RTIs of messages passing in step 1 and stcp 2 are PI and P2, and UDP initialization
costs P3, the recovery time for a connection migration is PI +pz +Pl (the cost of step 4 is also P2
but it is needed for streaming under healthy situation anyway) ignoring the CPU time spent on
above steps. During this time, the streaming application only receives partial data thus the media
playback suffers from degraded QoS.
As an improvement to the above algorithm, the requesting peer can keep the state
infonnatioD ofredundant peers (what we call spare char/nels) when Donnal streaming is in
progress. Recall the LB set dcfined in section 3.1., which is exactly a set of spare channels. When

the streaming session is initiated, the requesting peer keeps probing not only all supplying peers
(set LS) but k peers in LB as well. The number k is a small integer such that k:::: I LBI and it is of
high probability the k peers being probed can provide enough capacity to cover the bandwidth
loss of current supplying peers. If LB is an empty set, at least one member in C (CDN servers) is
probed instead. To reduce the overhead of probing spare channels, we can set the probing
frequency to be lower than that of monitoring supplying peers. Intuitively, if the probing cycle for
health monitoring is rp, then the probing cycle for spare channels is set to krp. Now let's look at the
recovery cost for this improved spare channel replacement algorithm. In case of bandwidth loss
from current supplying peers, the improved algorithm can start directly from step 4 of the basic
algorithm since it has all information needed. This leads to a recovery time of 0, which means the
switch over to new data senders is achieved transparently to the users. From another angle, the
improved algorithm trades higher bandwidth consumption for lower response time. In the basic
algorithm, the probing of spare channels is only executed when the abnormality is detected while
the improved algorilhm aggressively updates the status so that lhe information comes handy when
needed. We shall from our experiments that the overhead of spare channel monitoring is
reasonable. One thing to point out is that the status in the initial LB set may be outdated.
Therefore, the spare channel monitoring mechanism in the requesting peer may go over step I
through step 3 to update LB while streaming is underway.
The departure of supplying pecr(s) during a streaming session imposes no more
difficulties than bandwidth loss. There are 2 types of departure: graceful leave and site failure. In
a graceful leave, the peer explicitly sends out a LEAVE message to the index server as well as all
peers that have any connections (streaming or spare channel probing) with it. Upon receiving the
LEAVE message from a supplying peer, the requesting peer simply switches to other pecr(s) using
the improved spare channel replacement algorithm. If the message is from a spare channel, the
requesting peer will stop probing it and try to acquire another peer as spare channel. Meanwhile,
the index server will also update the status of the leaving peer. In case of peer failure, no LEA VE
messages will be sent thus the failure has to be detected by the health monitoring function. The
problem is how to determine a failure. Normally, for any peer i at time t, when the following
condition holds true for consecutive y times, we believe peer i has failed.
S(i. t) - T(i, r) > w'

where w' is a big fl1l.ction of SU, t). Notice when a real failure happens, it may take some time for
the bandwidth estimation Tto decrease to 0 since Tis the moving average of measures over a
time window. A remedy to this is that we declare a failure when we found the instant bandwidlh
estimation is decreased to some dramatic low lcvcl for y times. After detecting a failure, the
requesting pecr does the same thing as if it was a graceful leave. Besides, it is the responsibility
of the requesting peer to inform the index server of lhe failure.
To make the server migration algorithm more efficient and less complex, we may
consider CDN servers as the only candidates for spare channels. When any bandwidth
compensation is needed by a streaming session, the requesting peer can directly go to the CDN
server(s). The regular bandwidth probing activities between the requesting peer and the backup
peers can be spared assuming high availability of the CDN servers. If the CDN servcrs arc fully
loaded when it is needed as replacement in an ongoing session, the streaming (ask requesting
bandwidth has to be terminated. The probability of such occurrences should be small. As we can
see from the experimental results in section 4, the streaming load of the CDN servers is lower
than lheir capacity for most of the time.
3.4. Packet distribution
The problem packet distribution trying to solve is how to allocate senders for the group of packets
that should be delivered within a synchronization period knowing thc sending rate S and latency r

of each supplying peer. For RMCSP, we will use a solution that is very close to the packet
partition algorithm proposed in [19]. The basic idea of this packet partition algorithm is: givcn the
Sand r values of all supplying peers as well as the set of media data packets within a
synchronization period, cach supplying peer locally detennines the sender of each packet and
sends those it is responsible for. The control message contains the Sand r values of all peers
calculated by the requesting peer and a synchronization serial number. Upon receiving the control
mcssagc, each supplying peer computes the time difference A between a packet's estimated
sending time and decoding time for evcry packet and every peer. The peer that maximizes A is
choscn to be the sender of that packet. The calculation of A is done using the following equation:

AU, p) ~ Tr Pj., cr (P) +

2.v»

In the above formula, AU, p) is the time difference we are trying to calculate for packetj ifsent by
peer p. Tj is the time packetj should arrive at thc client side for decoding, Pj . P is the number of
packets sent so far (within the same synchronization period) by p, (J (P) is the sending interval of
p, and r(p) is the estimated delay between the receiver and p. As we can see, everything needed
for calculating AU, p) is known to the supplying peers: r(p) and a (P), which is the inverse of
sending rate S, are explicitly included in the control packet; Tj can be obtained from the media
stream itself and Pj . P is generated on the fly. There is no ambiguity in ealculatingAU. p) so that
for each packet, a unanimous decision can be made among all scnding peers.
The above packet allocation algorithm has the drawback of consuming excessive CPU
cycles at the supplying peers when the synchronization frequency becomes high. Some of the
rcsources are wasted since each peer has to do the same floating point computations within every
synchronization period. A2. an improvement to the above algorithm, we can move the burden of
packet distribution to the receiver side. When the receiver computcs the packet distribution plan
locally, it packs in thc control message to each supplying peer a list of sequence numbers of the
packets nccded to be sent from that peer. The same equation as that in the original algorithm can
be used for calculating AU, p) for packetj at peer p. However, one problem has to be solved if we
decide to compute AU. p) on the receiver side: for a non-CBR media stream, the deadline of each
packet (value ofT) is unknown to the rcceiver because copies of the media object are only kept
in the data senders. One solution would be to download from the CON server a digest of the
media filc containing a summary of the deadlines of all packets before strcaming starts. The size
ofllie digest file ean be vcry small. For video streams. packets within a frame share the same
deadline thus thc digest size is only related to the frame rate of the media. Considcr a typical
MPEG·I video with average bitrate of 800Kbps and frame rate of 30fps, the overhead for
transmitting the digest file is only 30x24/800K = 0.088% assuming 24 bits are used to represent a
packet deadline entry with a time instance, a starting packet number, and an cnding packet
number.

4. Experimental results
We now present results obtained from simulation studies on the aspects of system dynamics as
well as performance of the proposed streaming protocoL
4.1 System performance
Simulation experiments have to be done to study the system dynamics. We want to get an idea of
how the system behavcs in the following aspects:
•
Docs our system show any benefit in contrast to a CON-only solution?
•
When does the system start to show the benefit?
•
How do the different replacement policies (LFU, FIFO) affect the system perfonnance?

We use request reject tatc and the mean load of CON servers as memes of measuring the
system performance. The "benefit" mentioned above is simply given by comparing the obtained
metries between our architecture and the CON-only system.

4. J. J. Simulation setllp
The parameters for simulation experiments of system performance are listed as the following:
• Files size: a random variable of nonnal distribution with mean of 100 minutes and standard
deviation 80.
• File Access Rate: a random variable according to the Zipf Law. R=lIpow(I,0.8), 1 is the
order of access rate.
• Bandwidth requirement of files: R, currently we assume all files are CBR and same quality.
• Bandwidth of CON: 30R
• Total File Number: 2000
• File request of the whole system is a Poisson process with a mean of I per minute. The
request is generated randomly from all peers.
• Bandwidth of Peers:
500 peers with bandwidth RJ4
200 peers with bandwidth 2R14
200 peers with bandwidth 3R14
100 peers with bandwidth R
Cache space of peers: a random variable of normal distribution with mean to hold 10 average size
files. The peers with more bandwidth also get larger mean space.
4.1.2. Simulation results
In figure 2, we can get an idea of total bandwidth contribution of CON server and peers. In the
beginning, since there are almost no files in peers' cache, all requests must be served by the CON
server. As time passes, peers get files in their eache and begin to serve other peers, the bandwidth
contribution of peers increase very quickly until it reaches 80 after about 3000 peer requests, after
which the system becomes stable. In the stable state, CON bandwidth usage is 20R, since its total
bandwidth is 30R, so it still has bandwidth available that is enough for 10 more streaming tasks.
Peer bandwidth contribution is about 80.
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Figure 2. Bandwidth usage of CDN servers arid participating peers under different replacement
policies. LRU (upper) and FIFO (lower).
Rejection happens when there is no enough bandwidth to serve a peer request. An
important benefit of our system in out system is to reduce rejection rate. When no supply peers is
used, since CDN server has no enough bandwidth to serve all requests. The rejection rate will be
very high as what is showed in the beginning of the graph. As time increase, the system get stable
and peers can contribute more bandwidth, the rejection rate decrease dramatically, after the time
7000, the rejection rate is almost O. We can also see from Figure 3 that the rejection rate for LFU
case is lower than the rate for FIFO casc.
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Figure 3. Rejection rate ofrequests under different replacement polices.
The following figure (Figure 4) shows the rate that a request can be satisfied from local
cache. As time incrcase, the rate increase because of more files in cache. After peers cache space
become full, the rate become stable at about 8%. LFU has higher local access rate than FIFO in
most cases.
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Figure 5. T1,e rate oflocal replacemellt under different replacemellt polices.
Peers need to replace old files in its cache when cache becomes full. The above figure
(Figure 5) shows that the replacement rate increase as time increase. That is because cachc space
will become more occupied as time increase. As time passes, the replacement rate for LFU will
become stable around 0.5 vs. 0.7 for FIFO. In this sense, LFU is better.

4.2 Peer-to-peer streaming
The basics oFthe RMCSP were studied in the NS2 network simulator. The major purpose of the
simulation experiments is to test the feasibility oFRMCSP, especially its robustness under peer
failures. Unlike the experiments designed to examine system dynamics, the setup of the streaming
simulation has less concern on the topology and dynamics of the underlying peer-to-peer network.
Instead, we Focused on investigating various parameters of individual links that arc involved in
one single peer-to-peer streaming session running RMCSP.

4.2.1. Simlllation setup
The network configuration oFthe RMCSP session simulated is shown in Fig. &&&. In this
simple topology, the requesting peer (Receiver) is connected to its local router R via a link with
total bandwidth of 1.5Mbps, symbolizing a typical DSL user. Three supplying peers, Peer I, 2,
and 3 are shown to be linked to R by 3 di !ferent network connections that share no common
congestion link among them. In the graph, these 3 connections are abstracted into virtual links
with parameters different than the one between R and the receiver (Link I). We picture all
supplying peers are DSL users throughout the Internet so the bandwidth of the 3 virtual links arc
also set to L5Mbps each, assuming the outbound connection of a DSL subscriber is the
throughput bottleneck of the virtual link. To simulate the distance between R and the supplying
peers, the delays of Link 2,3, and 4 are configured to be one order of magnitude higher than Link
1. The arrows in Figure && represent the direction of media data transmission. The control
messages and ACK packets are always sent at the opposite direction. The RMCSP coordination
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unit in Figure && refers to the controlling module in RMCSP that docs server migration and
packet allof,~a~l~io~n~.
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Figure 6. Simlflalioll selllp for peer-to-peer streaming

In the simulated streaming scenario, we consider a 300-sccond CBR video with bitratc
720Kbps. Pccr I and Peer 2 are selected as the original supplying peers for the strcaming of this
video with Peer 1 contributing 480Kbps of bandwidth and Peer 2 providing 240Kbps. Peer 3 is a
backup peer that is also capable of servicing the media stream to the receiver. When streaming
begins, the sending rate for Peer 3's RMCSP is constrained to 8Kbps, reflecting the basic probing
activities that send out mcssages in a I-second interval. In addition to the RMCSP connections
needed, arbitrary TCP connections (running FTP applications, shown as filled ovals in Figure 6)
are also added to the same data communication paths for the streaming. Each RMCSP session is
accompanied by one such TCP connection. From the simulation, we found the number of
competing TCP connections has great impact on the performance of our streaming protocol. The
TCP connections can easily put the link status into wild oscillations if their sending rates arc not
under any control. Ifwe set an upper bound of bandwidth consumption on TCP, the link status
can be friendly enough to data streaming using RMCSP. The reason for this is because RMCSP
depends on the link stress, as we can sec in section 4.2.3.
At time as, the FTP applications attached to the TCP agents started transferring data. At
time 2s, the streaming of the video started with initial scnding rates of both supplying peers being
the bandwidth contribution posted (480Kbps and 240Kbps, respectively). These numbers are also
thc upper bound of sending rates for various peers. For the backup pccr Peer 3, no data was
transmitted through its RMCSP link at first except thc packets for probing bandwidth availability.
The requesting peer sends out control packcts for synchronization every 500 milliseconds. The
packct size for RMCSP was 1000 bytes. Algorithm used for computing loss rate is Weighted
Average Loss Intcrval (WALL) method mentioned in [22]. Both Link I and Link 2 wcre applied a
unifonn random loss model with loss rate set to 0.01. Therefore, the loss pattern of the RMCSP
connection between Pcer I and Receiver is different from that between Peer2 and the Receiver,
with the lattcr less prone to packet drop. Peer failure happens at time 270s, when Peer 2 was
abruptly turned down. The video streaming ends at time 300s. As a control experiment, wc also
tested the same scenario using TFRC as the transport protocol. The results wc are interested in
obtaining from this simulation are the smoothness of the scnding ratc, estimated and real data
losses, and comparison between TFRC and RMCSP.

4.2.2. Overall evaluation
Figure 7 demonstrated the measured sending rates ofthc above streaming task. For most of the
streaming rime, the sending rates ofboth supplying peers are on a smooth line that represents
their predefined bandwidth contribution. Under such circumstances, streaming is going perfectly

with the highest level ofQoS guarantee. There arc a few valleys for the plotted lines of both Peer
I and Peer 2. Such decreases of sending rates are mostly likely caused by packet drops that came
close to each other. In tum, the smaller loss interval was translated into bandwidth availability
that is lower than the target sending frequency. AnoUler observation is that the valleys in the
curve for Peer I are generally deeper than those for Peer 2. This can be explained by higher link
stress (480Kbps vs. 240Kbps) and loss frequency in Peer I. According to Figure 7, our protocol
recovers from dramatic changes of sending rates caused by degraded network conditions in the
order of seconds. Most of thc valleys are less than 5 seconds wide and none is widcr than 10
scconds.
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Figure 7. Transmission rate ofpeers over lime /Ising RMCSP
RMCSP was also found to be sensitive to bandwidth underflow and peer failure. Almost
all the lost bandwidth due to lowcrcd sending rates is compensated for by thc contribution of the
backup server, Peer 3. The latency for the bandwidth compensation is also low. Basically, the
time between the detection and compensation of bandwidth underflow is directly related to the
synchronization frequency. Actually, the latency for bandwidth compensation is exactly one
synchronization cycle. We could resynchronize immcdiately upon detection oflack of bandwidth
to make RMCSP more responsive. However, with a synchronization cycle of SOOms, our protocol
is sensitive enough to handle most loss events. It may not worth the fuss to resynchronize every
time abnormity is sensed. The extreme case of bandwidth loss, peer failure, was also very well
handled by our protocol. In less than 3 seconds, the estimated bandwidth of the channel where
failure (Pecr 2) occurred goes down to near zcro. Within the same time scale, Peer 3 started to
take over the streaming load of Peer 2. Fluctuations can be observed on the transmission rate of
Peer 3 when it first takes over.
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Figure 8. Transmission rotc ofpeers over lime /Ising TFRC
The same simulation was run using TFRC as the underlying transport protocol. The
measured sending ratcs (Figure 8) bear eXl:remely high variance. This is undesirable for our
streaming architecture in 2 aspects: first of all, TFRC frequcntly uses more bandwidth than the
contribution value posted by supplying peers. For example, both Peer I and Pcer are using more
bandwidth than it is willing to contribute for a majority of the total time. As a result of this, the

bandwidth consumed from Peer 3 is minimal. On the other hand, frequent change of bandwidth
allocation among supplying peers increased the complexity of media synchronization on the
application level. If we compare the estimated loss event rate ofbolh protocols, we didn't sec
much difference (Figure 9). The only exception is at the early stage of the streaming, when TFRC
obtained an excessively high loss ratc value for Peer 2. This could be an unfortunate drop ofa
number of packcts in a small time interval. The number of consecutive drops doesn't have to be
big to make this happen bccausc no historical data can be used to lower the averaged loss evcnt
rate at that moment. However, this abnormality recovers to a health Icvel very quickly. The
similarity of estimated loss rate betwcen RMCSP and TFRC is as expected since RMCSP only
modifies TFRC by capping the sending rate and getting rid of "slow start". For the same reason,
the estimated bandwidth for both protocols arc also similar to each other (data not shown). It is
just RMCSP makes better use of bandwidth than TFRC. On the other hand, RMCSP's aggressive
use of channel capacity is constrained within a boundary thus the competitive TCP connections
are not starved. From this point of view, we may read RMCSP as a loose bandwidth reservation
mechanism on the outbound link of the data senders (complete bandwidth reservation requires
collaboration ofintcnncdiate routers). Of course, the assumption here is that the sender keeps no
other connections that are more aggressive than RMCSP in consuming its outbound bandwidth,
such as UDP connections. In a modem computer for general usc, this assumption is realistic.
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4.2.3. Effects aflink load on streaming

Link stress also has significant effects on the performance of our strcaming protocol. The sending
rates for streaming videos with diffcrent bitrates are plotted in Figure 10. Figure lOA shows the
results for a video with bitrate only 480Kbps with Peer 1 contributing 320Kbps and Peer 2
l60Kbps (this might not be a realistic bitrate for a video). As we may see from the figure, the
sending rates arc almost straight lines for all 3 peers. This means there is always enough
bandwidth for video streaming when the strcamingjob requires only less than 1/3 of the total
bandwidth ofa DSL connection. In this case, the link stress of streaming for Pecr 1 is 320KlI.5M
: ;: : 20% and 160Kll.5M::;::: 10% for Peer 2. Figure lOB demonstrated another extreme scenario
using a video ofbitrate 960Kbps. Again, the contribution from Peer I is double the contribution
from Pecr 2 (640Kbps vs. 320Kbps). Under such circumstance, all the peers showed degraded
perfonnance in terms of smoothness of sending rate. Among them, Peer I has the worst curve
since its link stress is the highest. The expected sending rate (640Kbps) actually becomes the

was paid to efficiently maintain the multicast tree in an environment where uscr behavior is
unpredictable. CoopNct utilized the method ofMDC to deal with the in-session leave/failure of
streaming peers. Details about MDC can be found in [14] and [15]. Systems such as SpreadIt
[16], Alicast [17], and vTrails[18] are all peer-to·peer streaming systems that are close in spirit to
CoopNet and ZIGZAG. Our system differs from these efforts in the sense that we arc focusing on
the delivery of on-demand media instead of live video.
Work on hybrid streaming architecture [7] that combines CDN and peer-to-peer is
directly related to the system design in this research. In some sense, this proposal is directed to an
extension of the model proposed in [7]. Mathematical analysis as well as simulation experiments
showed that the peer-to-peer community significantly lowered the streaming load of the CDN
servers. Based on thcir model, the contribution of our research would be to study the system
behavior by putting more details into the model and provide solutions to problems discussed in
Section 2 that are not addressed in [7].
An earlier work [5] to [7] developed an algorithm that assigns media segments to
different supplying peers and a protocol for peer admission. Another research project by Nguyen
and Zakbor [19] is more closely related to our research in the aspect of streaming protocol
development. In this paper, they presented an RTP-like protocol that docs rate control and packet
synchronization. A packet partition mechanism used for the supplying peers to determine which
packets to send is also assimilated into the design of their protocol. From [20] we can get access
to open-source streaming software releases that are built upon RTP/RTSP.

6. Conclusions and future work
In this project, we studied the system dynamics ofa hybrid pecr-to-pcer streaming system. The
system can get great benefit from using supplying peers. As peers' cache become full, the
bandwidth contribution of supply peers is almost 4 times of the CDN bandwidth. And the
rejection rate becomes almost zero after system become stable. In the stable state, the CDN
bandwidth usage is about 20, so it has enough space bandwidth to act as a backup server for all
peers to deal with peer drop or network congestion. LFU is bettcr than FIFO in terms of lower
rejection rate and higher local access rate.
In addition to the system analysis, a peer-to-peer streaming protocol, RMCSP, was also
presented. The design ofRMCSP focused on the capability oftbe receiver to coordinate
concurrent data transport links to keep smooth streaming, as well as a redundancy-aware
bandwidth compensation mechanism to handle dynamic network status including peer failures.
Thc idea of achieving smooth sending rates on the transport level ofRMCSP was adapted from
the TFRC protocol, which was modified to satisfy more strict requirements for data strcaming.
Simulation results showed that RMCSP perfonns fairly well under realistic nctwork conditions.
Various factors related to tbe pcrfonnance ofRMCSP were also analyzed and discussed. Based
on the analysis, we also presented some guidelines on the selection ofpeer contributions and
streaming organization for the purpose of achieving highest performance by RMCSP.
Future work involves more in-depth study of the dynamics of the RMCSP protocol,
especially revisiting the estimation algorithms for loss event and bandwidth. The simulation for
the streaming protocol made some assumptions tbat may not be realistic in a real-world system.
For example, most of the popular video compression fonnats ended up with VBR video streams.
The conversion ofVBR into near-CBR streams via smoothing algorithms has to be considered an
indispensable part of the research. Other issues on the video streaming application level such as
video coding, error correction, and QoS control arc also important. Furthennore, more efforts arc
needed to implement a peer-to-peer streaming prototype that can be deployed in a real network.
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